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Lawyers Credit Union
Comes to Wm. ·Mitchell

An Interview
with
The Chief
by: Rick Bishop

by: Jon Weitzman

Through the efforts of the Student Bar
Association and other members of the
William Mitchell community, William
Mitchell College of Law is now a member
of the Lawyers Credit U:nion.
For those of you who may never have
belonged ro nor investigated a credit union, ,
it is ~ .sentially an organirntioo, formed by
individuals, with the purpose of saving
money and making loans to its members.
It is usually a nonprofit, cooperative entity that is controlled by the members for
their own benefit.
The Lawyers Credit Union was founded
in July of 1980 by the Hennepin County Bar
Association. It later became a project supported, in part, by the Minnesota State Bar
Association. Because of the growth of the
union, and the increasing time and effort
involved in its management, the still young
Union is · currently running semiindependently, managed by a former Chairman of The Ramsey City-County
Employees Credit Union:
To increase your understanding of the
Lawyers Credit Union at William Mitchell,
we have prepared the following list of
general questions and answers. If there is
any question of interest to you that we
haven't covered you can get additional information through you SBA representative,at the SBA Used Book Exchange, or
by calling the manager of the Lawyers
Credit Union, Bernie Selbitschnka, at
777-4930.
Who is eligible to join the credit union?
Membership is open to all William
Mitchell students and to all employees
of the college. The membership of the
union includes lawyers, paralegals, legal
secretaries, legal assistants, Minnesota
law students, law-related employees and
immediate families of members or
employees.
How do you join?
Complete an application, available in
the SBA Used Bookstore, and invest a
minimum $10 interest-earning, initial
share deposit. Note that the $10 (or
more) that you open your account with
is not an entry fee. It is your money,
earns interest, and you get it back if you
close your account.
Can I remain a member once I'm out of
school, if I quit school, or if I move to
another state?
Yes, once you join the Union, you remain a member as long as you maintain
a share balance of at least $5. If the account is closed, the membership
terminates.

Can I cash checks at the Union?
Credit Union members have a $20 per

day check-cashing privilege at the SBA
Used Bookstore from 3:30 p.m. to 7:30
p.m., Monday through Thursday.
Can I increase my share in the Credit
Union?

A local news·p aper has a weekly
children's page where they have children
confront and inte.rview people of note and
notoriety. Out of the mouths of babes oftimes come honest and perceptive quesbased on the/actual earnings (on loans
Yes. Simply deposit money (shares) made to members and Other investments) tions. As far as we know, the new Chief
as you would in a normal savings ac- of the Union. The entire amount of these Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
count. Periodically a· statement of ac- dividends, after necessary expenses and States has not been subjected to one of
count will be issued itemizing . all reserves are paid out, are added to these piercing interviews. So, to remedy
this lack, and with apologies to the Chief
transactions.
members shares much in the same way that and to anyone who may see a kernel of truth
Are my shares safe?
a bank pays interest. Share d~posits are cur- in this presentation, we bring to the pages
All savings or share accounts are in- rently earning dividends at an annual rate of The Opinion how we think such an insured up to $100,000 by the National of 5% .
terview might go. 'The n;unes of the
Credit Union Administration. This is. Can I withdraw mor:i.ey from my shares in children have been changed to protect those
very similar to insurance available in the Credit Union?
left of innocent.
banks and savings and loan associations.
Money paid in on shares may be
:Are payroll deductions available?
withdrawn. However, the Credit Union
may require members to give notice of
Yes, for employees of William Mitintention to withdraw the whole or any
chell. For the rest of us, it's up to our
part of his or her shares. The notice reemployers.
quired may not exceed 60 days.
Is interest paid on deposits?
May
I make loans from the Credit Union?
·The Board of Directors of the Credit
Yes, there are several types of loans
Union periodically declares dividends
available to members based on their credit
history and ability to repay: A member
may borrow up to $3,000, unsecured,
at the ·current interest rate of 15 %.
Secured 1~ are av~le at the following rates:
Q. Mr. · Chief, my dad says you're right
Secured by share deposits - 10.0 %
wing. Wnat does he mean? Jimmie C. ,
Secured by new vehicle - ·12.5%
Plains, MN.
Secured . by used vehicle - 13.0 %
A. Well, Jimmie, right wing refers to my
Secured by law books - 13.0%
political persuasion. Some people call
These interest rates are reduced by
us conservatives and other folks call us
'h % if the loan is repaid by payroll
other things; The thing to remember is
deduction. Note that up to $500 can be
that we are not a part of · a bird's
borrowed to buy law books and you have
anatomy, but that we tend to be right
four _months to repay. Loans are
(sic) in what we say and do.
automatically protected by loan protecQ.
Sir, we studied conservatism and
tion insurance without a separate fee.
liberalism in our high school civics
Is there a penalty for paying_ a loan off
class. Why are you a conservative? Salaliead of schedule?
ly B. , Big Pine, MN
No, since the interest is applied to the A. It's not so much that I am a conservative
unpaid balance, payment ahead of
than it is that I dislike liberalism. I think
schedule will result in a decrease in the
I can clearly say that I believe that the
interest amount payable.
Constitution was written with the intenHow do I apply for a loan?
tion of establishing a government to have
direct authority over the individual
Fill out an application available from
citizen.
the SBA Used Bookstore.
The Lawyers Credit Union is grow- Q. Mr. Chief Justice, I read in the paper
where you would not let Blacks vote in
ing. Plans for improvements and addi1954. Do you have any comments on
tions to the program over the next few
that?
Carey S. , Minneapolis, MN
years include increasing the dividend
rate; offering sharedraft (checking) ac- A. I supervised voter challenges as a Young
counts, VISA or MASTERCARD credit
Republican Activist in 1954. My job was
card plans, and individual LR.A.
to challenge the qualifications of any
accounts.
voters as to whether they could read or
write good enough (sic) to be able to
For young law students, this is a simvote.
ple, painless way to establish a credit
rating. You can deposit tuition loans and Q. Hi. My name is Bill, too. My friends
earn inte~t until you're ready to draw
call me Billy. What do your friends call
out the money. Check this one out, it's
you?
a good deal.
D
Continued on page 10
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LAST YEAR1MoRE
STUDENTS THAN EV-ER
BEFORE CHOSE MINNESOTA
BAR REVIEW/BRI, INC.
And for good reasons . ..

8. Early Bird Program - Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exam will he available before the
course begins in the College of St.
Thomas Leaming Center.

l. Outstanding Lecturers - Our

faculty is made up of bar review
experts and ;ndudes some of the top
law professqrs in ~he country, such as
Charles H. Whitebread , David
Epstern, and John Nowak.

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
depo~it freezes y~ur· tuition at the ,
current level, regardless of when you
. plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be t_raded in for the most current
set when you take the review course. ,

2. Comprehensive Outlines ~ Every
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.

10. Selected Law Lectures -'Throughout the year, MBR/BRI 'offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.
11. -$25.00 Discount on the

4. Mini-Review Program - The three
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It ,
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute
- reinforcement.

5. Writing Seminars ,_ 'Our Writing
Program focuses on issue spotting and
exam taking techniques and includes
the opportunity for personal.
interviews with the graders.

6. Day or Evening Classes - During
ow: summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or

Professional Responsibility Review
Course ~ All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when signing
up for our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.
videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location - The 1987 MBR/BRI
coutse will again be held at the
College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past 14 years.

12. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exam preparation.

For more information, contact the following
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL
Greg IN-own
Patty Comeforo.
Bob Corbett
<:;reg J hn..."-On
_Frari Jones.

Robin Landy
Dean !','!argolis
Lyn Nelson
Jill Osterhaus
PaulZicca!,'elli

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

MBR/BRI ... the leader in bar review.

KATHY HAGEN LAW STUDENT
by: Charli Winking

Law students generally hope that some
unusual personal characteristic will differentiate them in a prospective employer's eyes
from the rest of the pack.
At William Mitchell, where full-time
work and family responsibilities are the
norm, students also seem to thrive on
"competitive adversity." They vie for a "best
of the worst" position: most children, most
hours worked, greatest job stress, least
money, etc.
Kathy Hagen, third year student;doesn't_
fit that mold. She only wants to be considered as having similar strengths and
weaknesses as everyone else-a "normal"
law student, if such a species exists. She's
an average student academically, and is <:ochair of the Women's Law Caucus and a
member of the National Lawyers Guild.
Although Hagen refuses to play the
adversity game, others play it for her.
Hagen has been blind since birth. She said
the most common reaction to her is "It's
amazing! I can see and I can't do it." Hagen
concedes this is intended as a compliment,
but to her it implies that a sighted person
is assumed to do anything better than the
blind.
Hagen pointed out that the loss of both
eyes is treated as 85 % disability under
workers' compensation statutes. "People
think almost everything comes from the
eye."
However, law school does present
technical difficulties for a blind student.
Hagen noted that in Trial Advocacy classes,
for example, 90 % of the information is
presented visually.
The more commonly used casebooks are
put on tape by Recordings for the Blind.
If a particular text book is not available on
tape, Hagen must hire readers. The readers
then read to her. And, Hagen said, she
must brief all her cases, since she can't
skim.
Obviously, legal research is geared
toward sight. The reporters are not taped
or brailled. Westlaw and Lexis, while a
boon to the sighted, are still visual research
tools.
Computer terminals with artificial
speech are available but are prohibitively
expensive for a student. Hagen hopes to get
one when she can afford it, making her
research much easier.
For now, Hagen does her· research
manually, with the assistance of readers.
She said she has been lucky since_she has
been able to keep the same readers
throughout law school. She stressed, "I
don't hire law students as readers. I want
to do my own research."
"I have to know more than the readers,
to be able to bring them in and direct them,"
Hagen said. A law student reader might
tend to direct her.
Hagen determines what sources and

cases are required and the readers help
locate the books. Since Hagen can't skim,.
the readers must read the material - all of
it- to her. Sometimes headnotes can help
screen out an irrelevant case, but frequently
a more thorough reading is required. The
method, while somewhat more time consuming, is quite simply, normal legal
research. Hagen said only that she needs
to be extremely organized to use her time
efficiently-a virtue needed by all students.
Various experiences led Hagen to law
school. She is a pianist, with B.A. and
M.A. degrees in music performance from
the University of Michigan. However, in
the early 1970s when she graduated, art
related jobs dried up and she ended up
working in Ann Arbor as a typist.
"Everyone there was under-employed," she
said.
She enrolled at the University of Kansas
in a music therapy program, and there,
somewhat unwillingly, became an activist.

Confessions of
a Househusband

by: Rick Bishop

I thought that, after ten years of working with kids, parenting two of my own
would be a breeze. After all, I had taught,
supervised, or cared for children from infancy to post-adolescence; had done my
share of nurturing, disciplining, feeding,
and cleaning normal and handicapped
children of all sizes, shapes and colors.

A typical day starts with getting up in the
morning and scheduling breakfust around
"Sesame Street" and "Dennis the Menace".
Of course, there is diaper changing and
finding matching clothes to wear, in case
today is a shopping, pre-school class, or
other outside activity day. This is where
study of alternative dispute resolution or
contract negotiation comes in handy. "Can
I wear my Superman t-shirt?" "I don't want
to wear my boots!" Then, there is the
scheduling of entertainment. Do we play
Transformer today, or how about dolls, or
can we all play together? This last, playing together, does not happen as often as
we'd like. Even my encouragement of independent play does not always take as I
am often interrupted by Lauren, just as I'm
settling down in my recliner with a cup of
coffee and the morning paper: "Daddee,
read book Laur-Laur." Yes, patience and
flexibility are essential.
Between lunch and getting ready for supper, and after the normal house-keeping
chores, I find time to study (or nap) while
the kids take their nap. Then we are up for
some "Where's mommy, daddee," and "Did
I miss 'Ghostbusters'?" The kids then help
me with preparing supper, doing dishes or
the laundry. On days Trudy (my wife) does
not work, it all becomes a family affair or
she and I take turns studying (Trudy's also
a student).
It hasn't all been tedium. I have gotten
to know my children. I have become a major
part of their nurturance ·and education and
I feel confident that they will grow up knowing that there are warm and loving males
in the world capable of sharing in the everyday business of living.

The newspaper reported that the city of
Lawrence was planning to erect a memorial
to a multiply handicapped street person.
The planned inscription read "fm the poor
Now, in the second semester of my selittle blind man who used to sell pencils on cond year of law school, I sit back and
the street comer." Hagen was appalled at reflect on my relationship with my own
the stereotyping and wrote a letter to the children. I always felt that my training in
editor.
the educational and mental health fields
One of her instructors read the letter and would equip me to be a better than average
assigned her a class project: pull the dis- rather. Eagerly awaiting the c-0ming of our
abled students togeth.er and wage a protest oabies I enrolled withmy wife in pI'enatal
classes such as Bradley and LaMaze. We
to stop the inscription.
Hagen didn't want to get involved. She both anticipated trying out the theories we
had learned and fully enjoyed our roles as
disliked theJabeling, saying.she tried to be
parents-to-be. We had the fuundation firmly
a normal as possible. However she ilid
established around our relationship as
eventually locate- and organize a group of
friends, partners, and husband and wife,
disabled stude~ who went to che city
and looked forward to success in raising
council to protest.
our cht1dren. Our rela:tionshlp was further
As to my pursuit of the law, Andrew
The public reaction was shooking, "'0n strengthened by sharing in the birthing of
delights in talking about his dad being a
the surface people are generally benign and <_>ur two children: Andrew (5) and Lauren
teacher. He even gets a big kick out of my
notunfriendly, she said. "'They expect the (2) . Since this relations.hip is based on love
going to school, "just like me." And his
disabled to be grateful and maintain their and sharing, it was easy and comfortable
latest declaration makes it all seem even
helple.ssness in return ...
to expand its scl)_pe to irtclude two new more worth it: "Yeah, dad, frri gonna grow
T-he head of the humanitle department lives-.
up and be a lawyer, just like you."
D
rea:::ted by stating that he was tired of th~
To many of ypu this flowery and idealfaceless images of the blind parading their ized introduction may appear to be a
images before the public. Hagen received prelude to disaster or, possibly, the begin.threatening phone calls and letters. "I.just ning of 'llll es~ay on. "How I Burned the
didn"'t want that inscription" she said.
Toast and Flunked u.c.c:· Not o.1 passed
The experience taught her that, if that U.C.C. and I bake my own bread. However,
much hostility can be created over such in- this is not to say it has always been easy.
nocuous actions the disabled -lllll$t ~arui _ The keys to any, success, in school or
Women with active butogetheI. The struggle is similar to those parenting are preparation. patience and
llmla needed for treat·
faced by women and people of color, she - hard wgrk. Since its usually the case that
ment
study at the Unisaid.
when. everything seems to be going well
versity
of MJnnesota
After moving to Minnesota,, Hagen somethi1)g intervenes, flexibility becomes
P.atlng Disorders <llnlc
looked for jobs for 21/2 years. She was important as well. ·
.between the ages of 18shuffled from agency to agency. She is a
So, here I am. inlawschool with the adt}'.pist typing over 90 words per minute.
40.
ditional chore of caring for an infunt and
But many employers use a different stan- a pre-scho0ler. Preparation aids in these
Treatment provided
dard for blind appljcants. The State of Min- endeavors. While my wi{e works part-time
free of cbarae.
nesota required speed and accuracy nor- we are able to share thetas.ks of child-care.
mally, but looked only at speed with blind Arrangements are also made for outside
Call 626-5956 or
typists.
care while I study or prepare for class.
626-6089 between
Primary care, however, remains in my
Continued on page 8
2 pm·5pm M·F.
hands.
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-COMMENTARY-----Editorial

To the Editors of the Opinion:
William Mitchell College of Law

Since this is the first issue of The Opin- tunity to thank Joan Hill-McClain, the staff
. ion being printed under the supervision of ofBLSA and the people involved from th.e
the new editorial staff, we must start by of- faculty and staff of William Mitchell for an
fering our sincere thanks and appreciation inspiring celebration of the great man's
to the outgoing editor, Terry Hokenson. birthday.
Terry took a floundering publication and,
The current issue of The Opinion, as
through force of will and with herculean usual, includes a selection of articles on
effort, turned it into a paper we can all be diverse subjects. We have a piece on the
proud of. Thanks, Terry, you left some very new Credit Union; two answers to Prolarge shoes for us to try to fill.
. fessor Pannier's article, one from a former
And the war of the mailing lists goes on. . student and current professor at the UniverOnce again, this issue of The Opinion may sity of Minnesota; a fantasy interview with
miss some former students of William Mit- the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court; etc.
chell who may not be members of the state We're pleased that our prayers for articles
bar association. For more on the war, see from the students of William Mitchell are
starting to be answered. But, we need
the Letters to the Editor Section.
We're sure you all know by now that more! This is your paper, it is written and
February is Black History Month. Even produced by the students. Get involvedJ
though Martin Luther King Day was last
Jon Weitzman
month, we would like to take this opporCharlann Winking

To the Editor
To the Editor:
I am a 1984 Graduate of
William Mitchell and appreciate
the occasional copy of The
Opinion that finds its way to me.
A friend of mine recently sent
a letter to a Japanese newspaper,
looking for a penpal for her
daughter. To date the replies are
approaching 1,000. A number of
the respondents are students and
young professionals in legal and
banking fields. We wou1d like to
find "homes" for these letters.
Any Mitchell students who are
interested should send a stamped,
addressed envelope and we'll try
to match them up. fd appreciate
your forwarding them to me,
rather than having the individual
students write me directly.
Thanks for your help!
Sincerely,
Marcia M. Nelson

Dear Sir:
I am a 1985 graduate of
William Mitchell. Enclosed is a
copy of an editorial from The
Opinion that I recently read with
much dismay. Why has the Board
of Trustees declined to provide
the alumni mailing list to 11Je
Opinion? I enjoyed reading ·The
Opinion during my three years at
William Mitchell. As an
alumnus, I would like to continue
to hear about William ·Mitchell
from the student's perspective.
Please reconsider your decision.
I'm certain that other alums share
my concern and interest.
Very truly yours,

Sonja R. Peterson
Horton and Associates
~ [Editor's Note: Submit self addressed,
stamped envelope to The Opinion box.]

In his editorial in the
December/January issue of The
Opinion, Mr. Hokenson makes
many very valid points on his
way to expressing disappointment
over the decision of the Board of
Trustees to deny the request to
use the school's mailing list for
distributing The Opinion.
Having led the discussion of
this question by the Board's
Executive Committee, and then
by the Board, I may be able to
· relate the basis on which that
decision was made.
This was a difficult decision
because the Board supports The
Opinion and the opportunity it
provides for free expression, and
does not wish to in any way limit
that freedom or to control either
the content or the distribution of
The Opinion. And had the
question been, "Could we [the
SBA or the editors] have a printout of the college's list of alumni
to form the nucleus for
developing our own mailing
list?", I think the answer might
have been different ..
It's helpful to the Board in its
effort to continually feel the
pulse of studerit reaction, to have
the divergence of views which
are sometimes ewressed in The
Opinion. To continue its
usefulness, it is important that
the Opinion remain a student
publication, independent or
Board of coll~ge control.

The Opinion
Student Bar Association
William Mitchen ,conege of Law
875 Summit Ave.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55105
Ph. (612) 227-9171, Ext. 154
Co-Editors .. .. ........... Jon Weitzman
Ch.arlann Winking
Associate Editor, ............ Rick Bish.op
Art Production Mgr ..... . . M.J. Dempsey
Ph.otographers : ............. Rick Bishop
Patrick O'Donnell
Typesetting ... ..... Peregrine Publications
Printing ............ The Union Advocate
The Opinion is an independent publication of
the Student Bar Association of William Mitchell College of Law. Its purpose is to provide information, commentary and a little fun
on topics of interest to students, faculty, administration, support personnel and alumni.
We welcome contributions from all members
of the College community. The Opinion
editorial board is solely responsible fur this
.publication's contents. Opinions expressed in
this publication do not reflect the opinions of
William Mitchell College of Law, its
employees, or the Board of Trustees unless
specifically authorized by and attributed to
them.
February 1987
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does not wish to do.
Neither, we felt, should the·
school, as a matter of principle,
involve itself in distributing The
Opinion by providing access to
its mailing lists on an on-going
basis.
Lloyd Shervheim
Chairman, Board of Trustees
William Mitchell College· of Law

To the Editor:
I was recently involved in one
more incident with a Mitchell
employee that pushed me to the
Naturally, the Board could. not
limit
and prompted me to write
in good conscience support all of
this letter to The Opinion.
the views which may in the
future be expressed in The
Fm; one and a half years now I
Opinion without controlling its
have dealt with Student Services,
editorial policy - and that it
Continued on next page

IF YOU COULD DESIGN YOUR OWN
INSURANCE, YOU'D PR()BABLY DESIGN
protes-M LM.

In fact, Minnesota Lawyers Mutual's
Experience-Expertise. In the 5 years
sional liability policy is designed by and for lawyers. we've been in business we've learned a lot. We use
It offers some of the broadest coverage available our experience to benefit you through risk managetoday. Some of the best advantages are:
ment services and. responsive claims handling.
Lawyer-owned. MLM is owned by lawyers who have If you could take the time and effort to design a policy
a say in management with coverages developed by specifically for yourself, you'd probably end up with
lawyers to respond to your needs.
one just like MLM's. Your State Bar Association has
done this and MLM is the result.
Reasonable price. Being owned by members means
we keep profit margins to a minimum. Costs will stay Find out what MLM can do for you. Contact Dawn
as lqw as sound financial management allows.
Doering at (612) 341-4530.

MOTOR-HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT
2335 Third Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404
For Reservations and Information
Call (612) 871-2000
Free Shuttle to and from
Mpls.-St. Paul International Airport

Ga/iii/ & !7/ssocii:zles_
COURT REPORTERS

-GENERAL REPORTINGMartha E. Cahill
Debbie Deutsch
Elizabeth Bryan
Linda C. Solka
1200 First Bank Place West
120 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
(612) 339-0045

We offer microtranscription by

9I BaronData.,

VIDEOTAPING AVAILABLE
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Accounting, and other
administrative employees on ·
routine student matters. With one
Student Services employee as the
exception, the result has been the
same - lackluster, non-caring,
lethargic, disinterested attitude.
As an employee of our library,
I deal with angry, complaining
students frequently. Broken
copiers, lack of available carrels,
and noise are frequent
complaints. When such a ·
situation arises, I try to explain
the circumstances in a courteous,
thoughtful manner. Yes, it is
true; we all have our bad days
which may make us less than
congenial to our patrons. The
problem, as I see it, is that many
Mitchell employees seem to be
having a bad week, month, year,
or career.

All I ask is some outward
appearance of care and concern
with student's problems,
questions, or complaints. The
slightest showing of enthusiasm
for one's job would convey a
feeling to students that you care
about our concerns and want to
help if possible.
Perhaps this letter will simply
make certain employees more
upset; either in general or
specifically at me.
My purpose in writing this
letter is to bring some positive
feelings to Mitchell employees. If
just one employee sees
him/herself in this letter and
makes any effort to change
his/her ways, then it was worth
writing.
Richard Ziegler
2nd year student

WHY IS MINNESOTA TITLE THE #1 CHOICE
FOR MINNESOTA ATTORNEYS?
• Accessibility - Minnesota Title has over 10
closing offices conveniently located throughout the 7 County Metro Area, and over 70
agents throughout the state.
• Abstracting Capabilities - Minnesota Title is
the only title company with complete, privately owned title plants for Hennepin and
Ramsey Counties. We also have plants and
offices in Anoka, Carver, Scott, and
Washington Counties.
• Expertise - Minnesota title has over 75 years
of experience in Minnesota. Our staff of title
insurance professionals handles both commercial and residential transactions, and
includes some of the most respected real
estate attorneys in the state.
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VIEWPOINT

Another Case for a Two-Year Law Program
by Daniel K. Middlestedt

"Nothing endures but change."
(Heraclitus) Professor Russell PdJlnier's article, The Case for a Two Year Law Program, The Opinion, Volume 29, Number
3, proposes a change from three to two
years in a law program. There are problems
and he addresses them. Nevertheless, is
such a change really feasible?
rm in agreement with Professor PdJlnier's
proposal. The Professor brought up some
excellent points on why law school should
be shortened to two years. Hjs main point
is that the third year is chiefly repetitious
and therefore boring for the student. Undoubtedly shortening law school to two
years is a bold move, changing the status
quo would cause inany varying opinions.
I'm afraid the opinions of most people, exceptjng law students, would be overwhelmingly against such a change.
In order to meet this crifi.cism and initiate such a p'rogram, I believe a less
significant change would first have to be
implemented. A compromise could be tried
with a two and a half year program, the remaining time being spent outside in some
sort of quasi-legal practice. Later this program could be moved to two years if the
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first step was successful. The remaining six
months or a year could be spent with a
practicing attorney who could go over the
main subjects taught in law school.
This quasi-legal experience was the way
many attorneys once learned the law. At
one time a student studied strictly under
the supervision of an older attorney until
he was able to practice himself. This
system produced some excellent attorneys.
Six months or one year of such experience
would make better law graduates and
therefore reflect on the overall image of
William Mitchell.
Some co-operative planning would have

by: Maury S. Landsman, Associate Professor of
Clinical &Jucation, University of Minnesota

I am a l<n7 graduate of William Mitchell, and I am currently an Associate Professor of Clinical Instruction at the University of Minnesota Law School. I was intrigued by Russ PdJlnier's thoughtful observations and recommendations regarding the
desirability of.reducing the law school curriculum to two years (Opinion, Dec.
1986/Jan. 1987). I think that his idea clearly
addresses the issue of third year malaise
and boredom among law students, and I
agree with his contention that the basic intellectual tools of the lawyer's trade can probably be taught in less time with less repetition than is· the case presently. Further I
have no qu,arrel with,his'initial division of
the elements of a good legal education into four broad categories. ~use I think
that there is more to his fourth category,
practice skills, I believe that Professor Pannier is incorrect in his assertion that there
is (presumably only)": .. one area which
the third year can iriclude without repeti~
tion, viz., the teaching of additional
substantive areas of the law such as . . .
security interests in young hogs : . ."'. As
a student at William Mitchell, I took as
many clinical courses as the curriculum
allowed. These courses, in large part; kept
my last year and one halffrom being the
period of repetition and stalemate which
now characterizes the third year.
The second article in the same issue of
The Opinion concerning the benefits of
clinical education provides an excellent
complement to the idea of a two year
academic program for lawyers: It is absurd
that a profession which depends upon such
practica.l skills as interviewing, drafting, counseling, negotiating, and asserting
arguments orally has no profession-wide requirement for its newly licensed practi-
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comprete lill~_assurance m their real estate transactions - your legal work plus title insurance provided by you.
·
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to. 201 First Western Bank Bu1ldmg, 8800 Highway 7, Minneapolis, MN 55426.
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In conclusion, I realize such a program
would have a lot of problems that. would
have to be worked out. Nevertheless, considering how attorneys once learned the law
and adding this to today's system, such a
program wouldn't be based solely on
theory. D

Two-Vear Program(Clinical Studies

What Some Lawyers Don't Know

'1,r

to be arranged between participating attorneys and the school. Nevertheless, such
a system would have many benefits. Such
benefits would include competent law
clerks for the participating attorneys, valid
assessments of the student for any future
employer, and another method of preparing the student for the bar exam.

1

tioners to have educational experience both
in simulations and with live clients.
I do not believe, as is suggested in Professor Pannier's article, that all of the intellectual and practical skills of lawyering
can be taught effectively · in two years.
While it may be possible .to give an introduction to some of the skills that are currently covered in clinical courses within a
two year program, I believe that no law student, whatever his or her ultimate goal professionally, should be allowed to graduate
without having to deal with some of the
realities of practice such as clients, judges,
and other attorneys. And while one year of
intensive simulations and live client
representation are cl~ly inadequate to
create a polished practitione:-, the skills imparted wili lay a good foundation for future
practical education.
This is not the appropriate forum in
which to debate the issues of clinical education, and my own bias can be readily in-

!BE.

tuited. I mean to include simulations, live
client clinics and internships of various
kinds in the notion of clinical education.
While it is absolutely necessary to be
reflective about the clinical experience,
clinics are by their nature more or less a
form of practice. And indeed if clinical
education turns out to be ineffective for
skills teaching, then my thesis is wrong.
Whenever I tell friends about my current
position, and tell them further that there
is no practicum requirement for lawyers,
they are universally shocked. The quote
from the William Mitchell catalog at the
end of the article on clinics should be
paraphrased as follows for every law
school:
Because of the clinical requirement, a:
newly admitted lawyer is ready to walk into the law office and immediately begin to
practice. This is distinguished from an individual who may have graduated earlier
and walked into a law office to begin to
learn how to practice.
While clinical education is not a panacea
for all that ails legal education, a third
clinical year following a two year academic
Continued on page 8
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Open Letter to the Legislature
four years of coursework already, !llld the
University's Commitment to Focus (CTF)
initiative will increase the need for five
years of financial aid. Students who lack
the preparation requirements mandate by
CTF will be required to take those courses,
without credit, before pursuing their
degree~. Surely, there will be students
under these circumstances who will not
complete their degree for six academic
years. Transfer students, too, will find that
credits received at some colleges are not
applicable to others. In either case, finan• cial aid must be made available not only
at the start of one's education, but also
by Andrew Seitel, Chair, Minnesota State Stu- through its completion.
dent Coalition·
·
·
Non-traditional students, those not
. As the legislature prepares to grapple within the 18-22 year old age group, are
with the State's budget and tax priorities, a quickly growing constituency on many
higher education students find ourselves at campuses in Minnesota. More men and
a crossroads. While we thank the Goverm~r women are returning from the work force
and Legislature for their past commitment and a significant number of single parents
to higher education and are delighted that are attending classes across
state. This
our leaders have again clearly set educa- presents us with a responsibility to provide
tion as a foremost priority, the revenue short- for quality child care facilities. The Govfall and some very alarming trends loom ernor recognized this trend and responded
on the horizon. Students from every system to parent's needs by proposing substantial
of higher education are collectively work- funding for child care. Other noning to ensure not only high quality, but an traditional student aid programs did not
equitable tuition policy and access for all
Minnesotans who wish to further their
education.

fare as well in the Governor's budget. We systems, th_e n we are, in effect, supporting
hope the Legislature will reaffirm its com- significant increases under the State's rigid
mitment to non-traditional students that was Average-Cost-Funding policy. If we wish
made two years ago.
for tuition to remain constant, then we are
We; as students, are faced with an enor- condoning the status-quo, an i11consistent
mous dilemma this session. If we are to philosophy if we wish to tum Minne ora
support the Governor's request for in- into a ''bra:inpcr,ver" state. Clearly modificacreased funding to higher education
Continued on page 10
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The Governor's proposed budget for
higher education is a giant step forward
toward achieving the goal of creating a
"brainpower state"; the funding levels for
the University of.Minneoota: the Minnesota
State University System, Community Colleges and AVIfs will be significantly increased. If the l egislatw:e concurs with the
Governors request, tuition will surely rise, ·
as the States' current tuition policy mandates that students pay fur one-third of their
instructional costs. Our tuitions are among
the highest in the nation, but the State's
philosophy of high-tuition offset by financial aid to those truly deserving supposedly is an equitable approach for students to
pursue their education. The Governor's
budget, however, casts a ~ere blow on the
State's high-tuition/high-financial aid
policy.
The Governor prQposes to increase the
burden level that students and their fiunili~s
are expected to contribute toward their
education froni fifty to sixty percent. He
does not recommend any new initiatives for
financial aid with the exception of workstndy programs. Currently, over 80% of the
student body on many campuses of the
State work, and the govemor,seems to be
implicitly saying that students should work
more hours. While we support the increase
in funding, it is meaningless unless rates
of pay are increased. How can we
matriculate arid become productive taxpayi11g members of our society if we are
relegated to part-time status or stepping out
every other academic term?
That scenario poses another point for
discussion. The State Scholarship and
Grant program does not offer financial aid
to students in their fifth year. Several
undergraduate programs require more than
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-For Over 75 years W.A Lang Co.
has succeeded because it never
accepted the old ways. Our founder
believed there was always a more
innovative method of providing··
companies with the protection
of insurance.
"In fact, today we sometimes
show clients that the best protection
isn't insurance at all. fur, in
addition to being insurance brokers,
we are also risk managers - advising clients on how to reduce or
avoid a potential for loss.
'That's a far cry from the way

it was when W.A. Lang began
simpJy selling his insurance
policies in St. Paul.
"Buying insurance policies wasn't
new at the time. But buying them
from an 'independent' like Mr.
Lang instead of from a 'company
man' was unusual. Still, Mr. Lang
signed up some of the most prominent business names in town.
"Today W.J:.. Lang Co. is the
largest independent insurance
broker in the state of Minnesota:
And some of our present clients some of the most prominent

business names - have been with
us for decades.
"Why? Because W.A. Lang Co.
sought out answers few people had
about managing risks. Now we have
a staff so expert that insurance
companies ask us questions.
"We invite you to ask us questions,
too. Yqu might hear some answers
that nobody else has about how to
cost-effectively protect your company's valuable assets.
·
"I invite you to call me. Gene
Richards. orsales'managerDick
Poore today:·
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Constitution Person Versus
The Meese Monster
by Jon Weitzman

In a land long ago and far away, a
mysterious group of wizards known as the
Framers met to create, through alchemy
and arcane magic, a totally new spell of
great power. Their meeting was opened
with these magical words : "To render the
federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of government and the preservation of
the union." When the Framers had completed their task, thei created words and
phrases of invocation that were deliberate1y vague and shrouded in mystery:
"Republican form of government," "unreasonable searches and seizures;" "cruel
and unusual punishment," "provide for the
general welfare" and many others~ confident that the wise people of the land would
be able to define these invocations in terms
"adequate to the exigencies of government:'
As a final step, the framers made a supreme
effort, courting great danger, and created
a guardiari and interpreter for their mighty
spell. Thus Constitution Person, in all nine
of his/her changeable attributes, was born.
Attacks against the spell were overthrown
when it, and its child Bill, were first
established in the late 18th century, and
after the Civil War, when the 14th Amendment wa,s passed. Constitution Person,
though changing in character and appearance, has prevailed again and again
over the past several decades. Now a new
threat has appeared in the form of - The
Meese Mo~ster!
Cute, right? The rest of this article could
have been written in the same manner.
After all, hiding a serious topic in fantasy
is a time-honored tradition. Look at Lewis
Carroll. But I think this topic may just be
too serious to handle that way. So, instead
of hiding the pointed end of the sword in
a story of magic and monsters, the remainder of this article will consist solely
of quotes and paraphrases from our beloved
Attorney General, who Ira Glasser, executive director of the ACLU, :said "is fast
e tablisliing himself as the most dangerous
pubµc official ioce Richard Nixon.., As
you read these quotes, try to think of the
Constitution and consider whether your in~
terpretations and evaluations match or
disagree with those of Mr. Meese. Dates
and primary urces, when available. are
as accurate as I could make them and the
follgwing· is by no means an exhaustive
oompilation of the Constitution According
to Meese.
"Until and unless we do something about
the prison system in this country, and expand the capacity to incarcerate dangerous
criminals and keep them there for a while,

we aren't going to really be addressing the
crime problem." [To stop crime, make the
prisons bigger.] (Address before PROMIS
User's Group in Washington DC on April
22, 1981. Reported in Criminal Justice
Newsletter, Vol. 12, No. 10, 5/11/81.) The same address, cited above, listed the
following additional priorities in Mr.
Meese's description of the War on Crime:
• abolition of the insanity defense
• replacing the exclusionary rule with
another means to insure that evidence is
properly obtained
• redefining what constitutes unreasonable
bail so as to prevent crimes by suspects
free on bail
• appointment of federal judges who will
stop the ."virtual federal tyranny" on local
police and corrections agencies
• stiffer sentencing.
'
"[Assume] Federal inspectors discover
that a nuclear power plant is emitting
dangerous levels of radiation . But a judge
prohibits the Government from closing the
plant because the inspectors, in the course
of their investigation, allegedly violated the
plant owner's rights. The plant, meanwhile,
is allowed to continue threatening the health
and safety of the community . . . [The]
United States SUpreme Court takes exactly this approach with _respect to criminal
law. In 1914 it adop~ and :in 1961 imposed
on the states, the 'exclusionary role~ [Does
this mean the exclusionary rule was designed to protect inanimate object:s?]
(Quoted in Op-Ed Section of the New York
Times, May 15, 1983.)
, [In a news conferenee conducted with the
U.S. News and World Report in the fall pf
1985, Mr. Meese was asked "You criticize
the Miranda ruling, which gives suspects
the right to have a lawyer presem before
police questioning. Shouldn't people, w.ho
may be innocent, have such prorection?
Meese's answer:] "Suspects who areinnocent of a crime should. But the thing is
you don't have many suspects who are inoocent of a c rime. That's contradictory. If
a person is innocent of a crime. then he
is not a suspect." [Thanks, Ed, that clears
that up.] (Reported in 15 Colo Lawyer 1,
page 59, 1/86.)
"[A Supreme Court Decisron] binds the
parties i,n the case and also the executh(e
branch for whatever enforcement is
necessary [but] such a decision does not
establish a 'supreme law of the land' that
is binding on all persons and parts of
government, henceforth and forevermore."
[If you don't like what the Supreme Court
says, do what you want.] (Speech at Tulane

,
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Two-Year Program
Continued from page 6

University. Associated Press, quoted in
Minneapolis Star and Tribune, October
1986.)
[In response to publicity about the above
quote:] "I think there have been some people who have misunderstood the remarks
. . . But I think, as any good lawyer knows,
the point I was making was that the
Supreme Court makes law. But it's not the
supreme law of the land which is only accorded to the Constitution and some other
very important documents like that." [If you
don't like what the Supreme Court says, interpret the Constitution so it comes out the
way you want it to.] (Quoted in Chicago
Daily Law Bulletin, Vol. 132, No. 216, 1
1/4/86.
One last quote, without comment, before
this article is over (and since Edwin is still
A.G., this may only be the first installment). This does not come from Mr.
Meese or any other member of government
(so far as I know), but rather from a famous
cat: "I hate Mieces (sic) to pieces!" D

program would solve the problem of the
stale third year and begin to bring the legal
profession to grips with the criticisms of
its incompetence. It would also recognize,
and educate students to the fact that the profession is not a profession of ivory tower
thinkers, but of actors and doers who need
both a theoretical and practical base for
their practices.
While learning how to practice law may
not be as difficult as learning brain surgery,
it is not something for which everyone has
the natural aptitude.' We can all agree that
representing clients is not the same as
reading about representing clients·, and that
doing is an important part of learning.
There is nothing magic about a two or three
year program, but if Russ is right about the
two year academic side and I am right
about the one year clinical side, we have
a new three year program with an interesting and educational third year. For
students wanting a further substantive
education, or further practical education an
additional year can be provided as Russ
suggests.
D

Kathy Hagen
Continued from page 6

"I could have spent all of my time common to the law school experience.
fighting, Hagen said. Instead , he formed
The instructors at William Mitchell have
her own typing service and worked at not tried to impose any unwanted help on
home.
Hagen. They generally ask her to let them
E ventually he was hired as an in- know if anything special is needed. But,
vestigator by the.Minnesota Departro~ntof they assume she can cope.
Human Rights. She said people were then
Hagen specifically chose Mitchell over
forced to treat her as a person. since she the 'University of Minnesota because
represented the State of Minnesota. "I Mitchell had no special program for diswasn't just Ms. Blind Kathy Hagen."
abled students. "The U. knows how to treat
Her experience thereJed to law school. disabled students. Mitchell accommodates."
Hagen feels that soc;ietys negative views of Sh,e f~l~ .tbat l\1.itcbell was a better choice
the clisahled _permeate all institutions and for her.
are namrally carried into court. The Jaws
Hagen stressed the importance of clinical
protecting the rights of the disabled are fie- experience if no clerkship is available. She
qnently een and applied paternalistically, bas clinical experience in family law and
with overtones of magnaminicy, rather than administrative law. The clinical instructors
as basic protections of ciYil rights he said. found her_ blindness "no big deal."
Hagen feels it is important to pick away
. Hagen knows it is extremely difficult to
at the negati.ve stereotypes. "There is a need get a job. She si1d she has not fac¢ any
for more disabled attorneys," she said. open, overt discrimination by interviewers.
"Despite ~ laws whic~ ~hange. people In fact, ·. she has beeii told "We hire people
· need to believe that ~e ~abled are com- like you'=-what.ever that means. While it is
•petent and can function.
illegal
a prospective employer to ask
Unfortunately. this oftellmeans judges. questions regarding a disability unless they
A disabled lawyer must prove bis or her are actually offering a job, Hagen said incompetence to a judge first, which is not terviewers always 'ask. They are always
what everyone else faces. "There are dis- nice, and are naturally impressed with her
abled lawyers out there," Hagen said. background. But, she thinks that, all other
Perhaps as the numbers increase com- things being equal, after she leaves they do
what is easiest, and hire the other canpetence will be assumed.
Students at the law school generally treat didate, to ' avoid the problems of
her the same as they treat everyone - no accommodation.
However, Hagen thinks her chances of
better or worse. Hagen thinks law students
in general are so caught up ;n their own being hired as an attorney are better than
concerns they have little time to worry as a clerk. "Attorneys seem to assume that
about anyone else. A loss of sensitivity is the clerks will take care of things." D
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Interview with the Chief
Continued from page 1

A. I prefer Mr. Chief. My clerks tell me
that others sometimes call me Mr. Bill
after their favorite animated character,
but for the life of me, I don't know why.
Q. Mr. Chief Justice, my big brother is a
law student. He said that in 1952 you
told Justice Jackson that racial segregration should not be ruled unconstitutional
(the original Brown v. Board of &lucation). Why? Mark M., St. Paul, MN
A. The stance I took was very unpopular
at the time. But, since I am right wing
(see explanation above), I could not have
been wrong. My dissemblance speaks
for itself.
Q. Sir, I am planning on attending law
school next-fear. What do you think of
the ERA and what words of advice do
you have for a prospective woman
lawyer? Mary., St. Paul, MN
A. Good luck! Since I don't think you're a
baseball pitcher, and since Washington
has not had a ball team since everything
began tilting left, I assume you are referring to the Equal Rights Amendment
when you speak of the ERA. Women,
like everyone else, can do whatever they
please as long as they adhere to the law.
Personally, I think a woman's place is
in the home. If you want to practice law,
you might go to Japan, where they don't
have as many lawyers. (Editor's note: for
those of you not familiar with baseball
parlance, ' ERA means earned run
average.)
Q. Mr. Chief, Senator Kennedy said: "Imagine what America \\Ould.be like if Mr.
[R.] had been Chief Justice and his
cramped and narrow view of the Constitution had prevailed in the critical
years since World War Il." What do you
have to say in response? Joan K., Cape
Walleye, MN
A. Nyah, Nyah, Nyah, Nyah, Nyah!
Seriously, Mr. Kennedy should call the

kettle right wing (sic). It seems he's
more interested in proving me wrong
than in looking at the law. He should
read the Constitution, and maybe the bible, too.
Q. Mr. Chief Justice, my cousin is ·studying Constitutional Law in law school.
He says that the Constitution is a
guarantee of individual liberty. What do
you say? Russell P., Minneapolis, MN
A. Is your cousin familiar with my lecture
entitled "Government by Cliche"? The
Constitution is certainly not a guarantee
of individual liberty. As I said before,
its purpose is to establish a government
which would have direct authority over
the individual citizen.
Q. My. philosophy teacher' says that the
ultimate opinion you would author
would be in Hobbes v. Locke. What
does he mean? Rick L., Crow River,
MN
A. Your teacher is very intuitive and intelligent, bQt not correct. Every opiIµon
of mine is an ultimate opinion. Hobbes
was much inore of a realist than was
Locke. Locke believed that the right to
express one's views on· a political subject is a fundamental right. He was an
idealist who justified government only
because it could protect men's rights and
only so long as it did so.Jo my opinion,
the highest principle is majority rule as
embodied in the State. This principle
· has been distorted by attention paid to
the Bill of Rights and the Civil War
Amendments. (Editor's note: this last
response paraphrases Rehnquist's 1973
Indiana Law Journal Article [in Vol. 49,.
No. 1, Fall 1973]. Thom~ Hobbes was
the 17th century Engli h -philosopher
thought by many to be the father of
modem tyranny. John Locke was the
father of classical liberalism and advocate natural rights.)" ·-,
D
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tions will ~ required to the formula that
requires studems to pay 33 % of their instructional costs. Without change to the formula, improving the funding level of our
institutions.: coupled with the increased
burden that students will have to contribute
towards th~r education, provides a financial disincentive for students because .o f
correspon~g tuition increases.

If Minnesota is to become the "brainpower" state of the nation, affordable, attainable and acGessible education must be
a keystone of our priorities. The Governor's
budget, while vastly improving higher
education, also depends on the student's
ability to attend these institutions. Drastic
cuts at the federal level, and an alarming

shift from grants to loans,ai-e creating an
enonnons debt burden on students' acros~
the state. The Governor and the Legislature
must respond to these challenges if we are
to become a "brainpower" state. The Minnesota State Student Coalition, comprised
of student leaders from all of the state
higher education system, will d.esce9d uppl)
the Capitol this mont:q to voice our concerns. We want the legislature to know that
quaiity institutions cannot prosir ·i f
students cannot afford to attend or are
relegated to the burden of at least 10 years
of loan payments. It is with all this in mind,
that we ask for the Legislature's help-in ensuriq.g our access to the quality education
that will make this state the "brainpower"
we would all like to see.
D
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Self Reliance Center
Southside Family School
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West Side Community Health Center
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In 1986, 4,722 peopl.e are giving over $300,000 to the 30
communi~y organizations in Cooperating Fund Drive or to
any Minnesota non-profit organization they choose.
Thanks from the 30 member organization of the

Cooperating Fund Drive.
The umbrella ·o rganization helping people help themselves.
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